
Majority of PSEi earnings results were in line (15) and above 
(3) forecast (total of 18) while 12 were behind. Aggregate 
earnings growth yoy based on the PSE approach for earnings cal-
culation is 9%, (core income only), tracking FMIC’s 10% earnings 
outlook for this year, but behind Bloomberg’s 14% which includes 
one-offs (loss and income). 

Out of the 30 PSEi listed issues,three companies outper-
formed -Globe, Meralco, MPI - while 12 were underperform - 
conglos, power and consumer stocks and banks -- while 15 were 
in line - property, telco and consumer brands and retail outfits 
JFC and Pgold. 

In line was the property sector, it was the steadiest despite ris-
ing interest rates, which apparently has moderately risen if not 
steadied for mortgage rates. 

Banks disappointed, BDO and SECB. MBT and BPI were in line. 
Bankers say it’s a more competitive market out there, they don’t 
want to lose a transaction and so loan repricing was not so ag-
gressive even in the face of a temporary tightness of liquidity in 
1Q18 caused by the Php245bn RTB issuance. It led to some banks 
funding their fresh loans with high-cost TDs. Treasury income was 
still on the decline which fees and other service income were 
unable to fully offset. NIMs contracted for BDO, while it rose by 
7bps and 4bps for MBT and BPI, respectively. Banks disappointed 
despite industry loan growth of 17% and headroom in LDR of up 
to 25% for MBT and BPI. 
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Positive surprise was the telco sector, from Globe and 
recovery of PLDT. 

Conglos heavy with power and consumer subs and banks 
such as JGS, AEV and SM were below estimated earnings. 
JGS was dragged by the petrochem business and URC; SM 
dragged by BDO earnings. AC was just in line due to the 
flatness of BPI and drop in IMI’s earnings. What moderated 
the disappointment with some conglos were their proper-
ty subsidiaries like ALI for AC that showed pre-sales value 
growth of 16% and SMPH’s 20% for the high-rise residential 
development and sustained same mall rental growth of 5% 
of SMPH’s malls which collectively  was half of earnings. 
It was the opposite for GTCap where the property sub-
sidiary was steady. GTCap showed a strong 18% core in-
come growth to Php3.8bn. Still it fell short of the full year 
analysts’ earnings estimate of Php17bn,  made bullish by 
pronouncements about Toyota’s new models offsetting the 
negative impact of excise taxes on vehicle sales. 

Although San Miguel posted the highest recurring earnings 
of 39% due to the strong showing of beer and gin, with 
sales volume of 16% and 20%, respectively, in spite of the 
sin taxes, strong power and infrastructure  income, its lev-
erage shot up. SMC’s interest bearing debt hit a record of 
Php721bn (funding the power capacity construction and 
M&A Masinloc as well as infra) from the previous Php549bn 
while net-debt-to-ebitda rose to 2.7x from 1.8x. See xls 
summary and SMC liabilities ballooning. p




